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ABSTRACT
In 1968 the Ford Foundation appointed an Advisory..
Committee on Endowment Management to study the management of college
and university endowment funds with an eye toward the accountingand
legal principals of more unconventional investing. The Committee
.concluded that gains from endowments need not be treated as principal
of NACUBO sees this doctrine as being erroneous because it arises out
a..n incomplete reading Of the conflicting historical legal opinions
regarding charitable trusts and faculty interpretations of those
opinions. The evidence presented shows that colleges and universities
-must retain realized endowment gains as principal. The controversy
continues into a discussion of whether the college or university
-hOlds the funds as absolute owner or as trustee, and the accounting
principals that must be applied in each case as well as the
implications of each argument. Additionally, the discussion continues
towhether,or not realized gains from an endowment should betreated
As income or capital gains for accounting and tax purposes. NACUBO
looksfor a conclusive court ruling in some future test 'case to prove
the legitimacy of their arguments. (JMil)
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McGeorge Bundy,' President of The Ford Foundation, on pages 7 and 8 of his 1967
Annual Report, said:
We recognize the risks of unconventional i

mg but the true test of performance
in the handling of money is the record of
evement, not the opinion of the respectable. We have the preliminary i resst that, over the long run, caution
has cost our colleges much more than i iprud rer:31--excessfve risk taking.

Ford Initiates
Management Study

In 1968 The Foul Fordation announced theappointMent of an Advisory Committee
on Endowment Management, with Robert R. Barker, a member Of the investment firm
of William A. M. Burden & Company as chairman, to study the management of college
and University endowment funds. William L. Cary, a member of this committee and
of the faculty of the School of Law of Columbia Un'iversity, began a survey of the law
governing endowment funds. He submitted the report of this study, entitled rhe Law
and the Lore of Endowment Funds; prepared in association with Craig B. Bright, a
member of the legal firm of Patterson, Belknap & Webb, to The Ford Foundation and
it was published during April Of 1969 as the,first Of the Foundation's "Educational
Endowment Series." Because of the probable impact of this report upon the thinking

THE CONCEPT of total return. on investments has been widely examined since
publication a year ago of The Ford Foundation's The Law and the Lore of Endowment Funds. The concept is familiar by now to most business officers with
responsibilities for investment, yet many believe that there are legal as well as philo'
soplucbal adjustments to be made if total return is to become the investment mode.
The accompanying article, the wcprk of two men who are .exceedingly well _versed

in investment policy and law (see page 3), fills in the legal-philosophical background of traditional practice and suggests the importance of legal' considerations to institutions trying to determine their own lines of action. NACUI3O welcomes this contribution of Dr. Blackwell and Mr. Johns to discussions of the total
. return idea. If there is more to be said, NACUBO awaits the saying. Meantime,
busitiess officers are -urge to review laws of their own states, if they have wit
done so, to see what limit i s may exist. And those interested in further reading

may wish to follourup th citations of this article and those of the Ford reports,
including specifically, perhaps, certain chapters of Higher Educatithilh the United
States, Seymour E. Harris, Editor (Ilawarfl University Press, /960).

I
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of those concerned with the administration and governance of our institutions,- it
shOuld be widely read and discussed. The following.is from paget33:

We are thus led to the conclusion that there is no substantial authority under existing law to support the-yid,ely held view that the realized gains of endowment
funds of educational institutions must be treated as
To understand how it was possible for two distinguished legal scholars.to reach such a
conclusionwhich they admit is directly contrary to the widely held tie« on the subjectone should review the history of the development of the law of charitable trusts.
If the courts of this country had always been of the opinion that colleges, universities,
and other charitable corporations hold their endowment and other. restric ted funds as
trustees and not as absolute owners, no one could challenge the corollary that such

endowment funds arc, in fact, charitable trusts, to be administered in accordance
with long-esjablished concepts' of the law of trusts. A primary rule of the law of trusts
is that realized gains of trust funds must be treated as principal and not as income to be
exjx.iided.

Unfortunately, the Supreme Court of the United States came to the erroneous conclusion in 1819 (I) that it was not pOssible to create a charitable trust unless the
state in which the donor was domiciled had accepted an early English statute (2) as
part of its common law. (3) When beuer historical material had been made available for judicial consideration, the Supreme Court repudiated this, doctrine and
came to the conclusion that charitable trusts are not dependent upon statutory authority for their validity and that' the law of charitable trusts is now an integral part of
our common lavv. (4)

'

A substa al nurnjr of the state courts have consistently adhered to this more enlighten view of the Supreme Court. (5) However, in 1866, the Appellate Division
of the . Tew York Supreme Court refused to uphold the validity of a charitable trust on
the round that statutory authority was necessary (o permit their creation and, since
tl -legislature, in revising the New York statutes in 1828, had failed to mention chari-

New l'ork.Rtzling
Of 1866.Ceted

'/

able tru/s, they 'could not be granted legal recognition. (6) The court also justified
its dec ion with the argument that it would be better public policy to compel those
desir g to dedicate funds to charitable or educational purposes to give them to a cor-

po apon to be created by a special.act of the legislature. The legislature, by refusing
to grant the privilege of incorporation to those, planning to devote funds to purposes
considered undesirable, could thereby, exercise a degree of public control in this area.

The courts of New York and .those in other states influenced by them continued to
follow this line of reasoning for many years. This doctrine, that only a charitable corporation should be permitted to hold and administer funds designated for educational
and 'other charitable purpiseS, soon included the concept thaCa gift or bequest to a
charitable corporation for the establishment of a permanent. endow went did not create

a charitable trust, even though-the words "in trust" were used in the instrument of
gift.. (7)

00 the other hand, the Supreme Court of Wisconsin refused to adopt this strange doctrine on the ground that it was contrary to sound legal reasoning and that its general
acceptance would have an adverse effect upon the willingness of donors to continue
to make generous gifts and bequests to our colleges and universities. The following
is from the opinion of the court: (8)

o

It seems highly imprObal;le that the testatrix had in mind the giving of this splendid
donation in such,a way that it might be dissipated or disposed of for any purpose
the city saw fit as'soon as it came into possession of the property. It is likewise improbable that the donation would have been made had the donor understood that
any such result (-Wild legally follow.

However, due to the large volume of Mitigation in the State of ,New York, the ,nurnerical weight of Judicial opinianduring this early period firmly supported the fdllowing

3
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THOMAS E. BLACKWELL, retired Vice Chancellor of Washington University,
has been interested for years in the legal aspects of educational administration
including management of imestrnents and endowments. His doctoral thesis at
Washington University was on "The Charitable Corporation and the Charitable
Trust," a stud) later published in the former Financial Advisory Service of the
American Council on Education. He was editor of the two-volume edition of College- and University Business Admipistration published b) the ACE in 1952 and
/955, and he is the author of op numb of books including College Lass. A Guide
for Administrators (ACE), 1961; Cdllege and Universit!, Administration, 1965,
end College Lass Manual, 1968. 171 January, 1970, lie initiated publication of a
.specialized quarterly, The College Law Digest, an information service for college
arid university administrators and their attorneys. He is an associate member of
the National Association of College and University Attorneys arid a niember of
its Committee for the Exchange of Legal Information.

RALPH S. JOHNS, a member of the firm, Haskins Sells since 19/3, is known
throughout XACCBO for his contributions to the development of (allege and
universit) accounting principles and is otherwise recognized natronalll for his
leadership, writing, and participation in prokssiutial affairs. Ile :A a former mem'ber of the Council of the Amertcan Institute of Certified Public Accountants, and
amore his many . -IICPA activities' are his chairmanship of the Institute's Committee on College and University Accounting and his service_ as .11CPA representative on 111! Revision Committee for rolumes I and II of College and Umeeisity Business Administration. He is author or co-author of a iiumber of books

and articles on college and university accounting and ,,on plans for poOlmg
inl'estments of endowment funds.

comment of Austin Wakeman Scott, editor of the first restatements of the law- of.trtists
in 1935 in his Introductory Note: (9).

Where propertv is given to a charitable corporation, a charitable trust' is not
created, even though, by the ternis of the gift, the corporatio is directed to hold
the principal forever and to devote the income only to the accomplishment of the
purposes of the corporation,,and ever though, by the terms of the gift, the corporation is directed to use the property only for a particular one of its purposes.
Adi,erse Effect
On Wing ,Feared

Shortly after the publication of the first restatement of the Ipw of trusts, a division
of the New York Supreme Court ruled that. a charitable corporation could use its endowment funds for any corporate purpose and that neither the state nor the donor's
representatives could interfere to re-quire a strict compliance with the donor's expressed intentions. An article in the Minesota Law Review pointed out the probable
adverse effect this decision would have upon future gifts for educational and other
charitable purposes. (10)

Upon appeal, the judges of the court came to the conclusion that it was time to me( t
the old New York doctrine. Judge Finch, speaking for the majoru} of his brethren
on the bench, said: (11)
The charitable corporation is not bound by all the Innuationsand rules which
apply to a technical trustee.
may not, however, receive a gift made for one purpose and use it for another, unless the court, applying the c y pres do( time, So
commands.

Iii referring to the equitable doctrine of cy pres, a concept dreple embedded in the law
of charitable trusts, (12) the court gave clear indication that those responsible foi the

administration of the endowments of colleges and other chantable corporation'
should now be guided by trust` law and not by, corporate 1a%%.

Wee
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In an annotation to, this case, one of the editors of the Anzoican Law Reports made this
'comment: 1131

Inasmuch as New'York has long since had a statute which permits the creation
of charitable trusts, the continued adherence to the view that no trust is created
by a gift to a charitable, religious, or educational corporation may be somewhat
embarrassing to the New York courts as inigt. Joseph's Hospital 1. Bennett, in
wind] the minority have grt'at difficulty-in seeing how the gift can, at the same
time be "absolute," and vet subject to enforceable restrictions on its use.
The Columbip Law Re

made the following comment on this case: ( 1

The de( ision is of lira( tic al importance to a host of heavily endowed unlyersilies
and miler charitable organizations and is a-substantial clarification of what has
heretofoi been a moot and disturbing point in this state and in milers aff« ted
bv its de( 'sions.

Terms of Gift
Held En fort Able

thus ends a long and unhappy c haptr in the,history of the taw. It is significant' that
Professor Scott. seising again as editor of the second lestateinent of the lass of trusts,
published in 1!)59, omitted du Introductory Note in the [mist restatement to ),he 41ect
that (halitabh «npolations do not hold then lestiu ted funds as trustees. Instead, we

find the follow mg:

-

e plopertY is given to a charitable corpcnation and it is du« ted by the [elms
of the gift to denote the property to a particular one of its purposes, it is mule! a
duty, enforceable at the suit of the Attorney General, to denote the propel ty to that
!impose. Where ploperty is given to a charitable corporation and it is pros ided
by the toms of the gift that it retain the princpal and devote the income only to
the accomplishment of its purposes or one ofits purposes, the corporation is under
a Amy, enforceable at the suit of the Attorney General, to retain the principal and
to .use the income for the designated purpose.
The use of this language. taken from the terminology of trust law, is consistent with
the assumption that charitable corporations.have a fiduciary respOnsibility in the administration of their restricted funds. It is true, of course, that there few important
legal distinctions between the duties of the gmerning board of a charitable corpora
tion and those of indiyidual trustees of charitable trusts. For instance, a charitable torporation, upcin receipt of a bequest for the establishment of a scholarship fund, was not
required to seek appointment and to qualify as a trustee by giving bond to the probate.
(/6.) The rationale is obvious; a charitable corporation is Chartered by the state
to accept and administer funds for the benefit of the public and it would be absurd for a
court to require it' to qualify as a trustee every time it received a gift or bequest for this
purpose.

Messrs. Cary and Bright, on pages 15 and 16 of their report, cite the St. Joseph Hospital
case as upholding the old New Yolk doctrine. It is suggested that they le-lead the opin-:,
ion of the court in the light of the history of the origin of this erroneous doe trine. [hey

should rNid what Professor Scott had to say on this subject in his text on the law of
trusts. (17)
t,61

Qn pige 68, note 15, they state that 'Wisconsin has now adopted the absolute ownership
theory, citing the case of Estate of Berry, 29 Wisc. 2d 506; 139 NW 2d 72 (196(1) as audio'

A n)oi careful analy'sis of_ the opinion of the court in this cascshould «invin«%,
them that there has been no change in the attitude of the Wisconsin Supreme Court in
this regard. he court merely explained the distinction between a testamentary trust,
in which there must lie an ,iewvting by the trustee to the court, and a charitable trust,
held by a c
Corporatruk trbm which no such accounting is.required.
Mrsrs. Cary and Blight arc 'correct in their
tl
the «mins of this country
haw not yet been called upon to, rule On the specific qu itin,as to whether colleges
and uniy el suits must retairerplized endowment capital gains as principal. ( 18) )1owq
(Tel, we submit that Cnir review of the hi9ory ()ile development of the law of charitable ni this provides conyi4ing eviden« that courst and legal writers has(' now «nile
to the «u lusion that circle, should.

yl
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Moreover, we believe that, if a test case is initiated, it should not be awetnion for a dedaratory judgment, as proposed by Messrs. Car) and Bright. (,./O), InIthis type of legal
process,..arguments contra} to those of the petitioner are seldOm presented with vigor.
There is no adverse interest represented. Traditionally, it is the duty of the attorney
general of the. state to represent the public interest in rite administration.of charitable
or public trusts, (20) but, under modern conditions, his more pressing responsibilities

:

give him little time to inform himself on the details of the law of charitable trusts.
The entire thrust of the arguments presented by Messrs. Cary and Bright is that, unless
colleges are permitted to expend a portion of their endowment capital gains, they must
forego the advantage of investing in the common stock of companies with an attractive
long -tern growth potential. 1Vc do not accept this argument. By adherence to an ap-

propriate diversification program, we believe that, any investor who selects sound
equities for their growth potential and who is wise- enough to develop a rational investinent cycle can increase both his .principal and his annual income substantially.
V Thc investment committee of a college should recognize the fact that the market price
of growth stocks is influenced by a strongdemand for them by those in the upper tax
-

a.

Inackets. A tax-exempt institution should purchase a growth stock only when it is con-

%inc(' that its, growth potential is sufficiently large to justify pay ing the premium
wealthy Investors feet compelled to pay. It should sell it and invest the proceeds.in

y

high« in«nnesecnrities just as soon as its inclement in mai ket 'mice justifies this ac tion.

Tax Lazes Relict t
DtstMc (tons

Mess's. Cal) and Blight seem to believe that the "only body of learning which treats
icalird gains as any thing other than income is the law of trusts...' (2/, Have they
forgotten tlw law of taxation? Federal. state and foreign tax legislation gives r«)gninon to the fact that capital gains are ;lune different from in«one.and tax them, if at
all, on a substantially different basis. We believe that colleges and universities will be
well advised to continue to maintain this sharp distinction boween capital gains and
impure in then achninistiation of endowments and to rely upon the law of ousts for
guidan«.-.

On page 29 of their report, Nlessis. Cary and Bright state that "generally ,accleted
ac «mining prim iples require net income to include 'all items of profit and loss...it/cog-

mied during the polo(' except for prior period adjustments'." They quote from`Accounting Pun( iplZ.s Board Opinion No. 9 as authority for this statement. "They also
quote from paragraph 6 of the Opinion with reference to the application of tlw piincipl as follows:
Investment companies, insurance companies and certain nonprofit organisations
have developed in«nn statements with formats different from those of the ty im al
«nnmen emit) described herein, designed to highlight the peculiar motile and

socnces of then income or operation results. Fh portion of this Opinion which
requires that net income be presented as one amount does not apply to such ntities.

'I hey add the following commn:
Piesumably all other portions of the opinion, including the definition of net incone, do apply to nonprofit corporations.

.

submit that Ac «mining Principles Board Opinion No. 9 is not relevant to the acaccounting
«mining for in«nne of endowment funds Of nonprofit corporations. We know of no
membii of the American Institute of Certified Public Accountants' committee on ac«Aiming procedures or of the Accounting Principles Board in public prac me who ever

t

represei ted.that he considered the applicability of such Opinions to nonprofit (orporatioi s when assenting to the issuance thereof. On the contrary, c.uh member to
whom sill h inquny was directed specifically denied that he considered tlw applicability of the Opinion in question to nonprofit corporations during the periotl of its drafting.

.

I

It seems ) us quite clear, therefore, that it is inappropriate to attempt to apply Account-

mg Prin jolt's Board Opinions to nonprofit corporations when those responsible for

OW

.

.

-
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the drafting and issuance thereofipper considered their applicability to nonprofit corporations in the first place. When this same question came up with respect to the applicability of AICPA Accounting Research Bulletins se]eral years ago, the following paragraph was included in the Restatement (paragraph_ 5 of Accounting Research Bulletin
,

\

'CUBA Statement
Cites Limitations

No. 43 issued in 1953):

Tlw priniipal objective of,the committee has been to narrow areas of difference
and inconsistent) in accounting practices, and to further the development and
recognition of generally accepted accounting principles, through the issuance
of opinions and recommendations that would serle-as criteria for determining the
suitability of accounting prattices reflected in financialstatements and 'representations of commercial and industrial companies. In this endeasor, the committee
has considered the Interpretation and application of such principles as appeared
to it to be pertinent to particular accounting problems. The committee has not
directed its attention to acconnting problems or procedures of religious, charitable,
scientific, educational, and similar nonprofi4Jnstittitions, municipalities, 40-crfessional films, and the like. Accordihly, ekcept where there is a spec ific statement of a different intent by the committee, its opinions and recommendations
are.dn tell pun:tub to business enteipiises organized for profit.

1

"T

In die absence of an] official pronouncement b) the AICPA Accounting Principles
Baal(' w uh respect to generally accepted accounting 1)1111(11)1es applicable to nonprofit col pcnations, it seems to us that we must look to a text published in 1968- by the

American Council on Education, College and University Business Administration,
as the autholitatne literature on the subject. The American Institute of .Certified

4

Public A« ountantsllesignated two of-its members to seise as members of the National
Committee on all questions of accounting principles. The follow ing is from page
116 of this text:

Realized gains and losses on insestment transactions affect the principal of the
ins ested funds tithe! (1):by increasing or decreasing the inch] 'dual fund balances
or (2) by retaining as an undistributed a« tunulation the balances that arc' proportionately applicable to each fund. Such capital gains and losses are not

operating revenue, and expenditures, and should not be treated differently
from the amounts representing the original fund balances. They are subject

to the same restrictions and limitations on investment, expenditure, and disposition as the funds from which they arose. In sonic instames, realized gams and
losses may be attributable to income as a matter of law, for example, when such
treatment is required by a specific oistrument 91 gift.

1

It is regrettable that The Ford Foundation did not see fit to support the American
Council on Education and the work of its National Committee by supporting the conceptadvocated in the above text, as exemplified by actions taken by the University of
Chicago and Cornell University in setting up separate investment pools for.endowment
funds and funds functioning as.endowment. We believe that those who would advocate
a change in the generally accepted practices currently in vogue with respect to the accounting for realized gains on endowment funds have the responsibility, or the burden
of proof if you will, of effecting such a change in a procedurally sound manner..
During August of 1969 Tge Ford Foundation published the second report in its "Educational Endowment Series." It is entitled Managing Educational Endowments, and
the basic docuMent of the report is an essay by Robert R. Barker. His recommendations
...
.
on pages 45 and 46 of the essay may be summarized as follows:
_

(1} Trustees should not - attempt to muzgl their endowment portfolios. The decision-making responsibility sho
clearly and fully delegated to an able
professional portfolio manager with a capable group of fellow professionals
around him.
.
,;
. .
(2) The manager must be free to select 'his securities for maximirm total return.
(3) Each year transfers should be made from endowment to operating funds in an
,aggregate amount equal to 5 percent of the three-year, mos ing-average market
value of the fund, whether or not that amount is provided by, interest and divi,

dends.

.

..'
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:The repots includes supplementary comments by members of the Advisory Committee
on Endowment Management, appointed by The Ford Fopn.dation in 1967. The follow.
ing are excerpts:
s
HOWARD,R. BOWEN, President, University of Iowa.
,

I think the report may place too muclyemphasis on the myslique Ake investmem manager. I agree that it would be good for 'colleges and universities to
employ sound management and to give this management some leeway. -But
to find and, select the right manager is as hard at, it is to select the right stocks
in the first place.
I also !reline the report should be somewhat less positive in recommending
that maximum total return should be the primary objective of a college portfolio. It isi possible that the experience of the past several decades.was a special situation. It is at, least plausible that it was a period of adjustment by, the
it

public to the peculiarities of an income tax system that disonni-

nat s heayily in favor of capital gains antj against interest and dividends; that
ist upward moy einem of equity markets has been part of this adjustmnt
the)
and that it may be nearing its culmination.
I)
Flu repo may underhnphasiie tisk. It is true that in the past sevetiil decades, 111,111) 11N «-nhidered Ir.y some standards to be risky have paid
off It does'.1 t follow that undo other conditions the same ..policy- would by
as 'minding.

.

J. PARKER HALL, teasurer(Rettred), Vilivez-sity of 'ts;hicilgo.

MC report SLIWS that 'Ircmtees of most educational institutions, because of
sennpubli«haiactel, hay e applied a special standard of prudence to endowment management which places !military emphasis on avoiding losses and

maximuang present in«si... In my opinion, this is not an a« mate leading

of the situation.,

Hie 1)1111,11y objctiye of endowment investing, it seems to me, has been to

summit educational ac ti ines through the production of in«nn, with longtrm growth in <<tlue and °vela!l late of return as secondary considerations.
Colleges has e prfrred to hay c better teachers, lower tuition, and a cute lot
cancel today instead of larger endowments ten _yea's hence.

If the courts should rule, as we beheve they should and will, that ducauonaland haritsible «0-potations hold their endowments as trtistees and not as absolute owners, if
Will not be possible for them to implement Mr. Barker's recommendations. The worts
of equity Wye dec lark(' in munistakable language that the most important responsibil1(3 of a trustee is the'.4Iec (Ion of securities for the hiyestment of the corpus of his [lust
and that, this responsibility cannot be delegated to others. A [lustre may and should sCel(
ploJessional aik ice, but the final decision must be made by him.
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